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title  Neural activity and network construction in sensory neocortex

she is in dept of bio sci and center for neural basis of cognition at CMU;
Assoc Prof;

4:30P  Thursday in Clark Aud.

grad work at Cal... zebrafish olfaction..
post doc at stfd in LTP

c-fos-GFP transgenic mice...  

has not been back to stfd for 10 years...

introduced by jamie...

somatosensory cortex
will cover  10 years of work in her lab...

she was a post-doc with Rob Malenka..
patent is shared btwn stfd and CMU...
c-fos-GFP transgenic mice;   

Scaling of neural networks:  from simple to complex orgs

C.  elegans  302 neurons....  exactly  not 301..

Drosophila  melanogaster  100,000  neurons   (varies by 20%)
so Q arises... can u really specify  all of them

Mus musculus  100M neurons

humans  100B neurons


so,  how does the distrib of func change when neural networks become v large?

are all cells equally wired into the circuit?

stochastic vs deterministic properties

so how do stochastic processes wire up the network?

so,  in layer 2,3  for example... cell types r somewhat ambiguous

(in layer 5   5 difft cell types)


Neuronal responses in S1 are highly heterogenous....

in old days... we'd mainly care abt the ones  that really respond...

main focus is on somatosensory cortex.

James Poulet and Carl Peterson  2008

a lot of cells do not spike at all
median rate was 0.13 hertz  and mean was  0.61

sl:  what r the cellular and circuit mechs that underlie  response heterogeneity
 in the neocortex?l:  inducibility of fosGFP  expres in transgenic mice



interested in cells that r firing at a high rate...  labeled RED in her  slide  (not many of these)
some may be inhib interneurons
but some r spiny excit neurons..

use activ depend  gene expression

why is c-fos so good?

with c-fos  only abt 10 to 20% of neurons r labeled... better dynamic range for this study...
(better than zif  which labels  95%)

she shows 3 side by sdie slides in which Fos expression can be observed in the resting brain...


comparing  control ... not many  labeled neurons
seizure  loads of label
whisper stim   several labeled


sl  she shows  a slice  from somatosens cortex...

fosGFP  expres. req. several hours from induction to fluorenscence...

takes abt 2 hours  to come on and it last for 6 hours...
slice prep does not induce it itself...

she wud like to know...  reln btwn  spikes and fos expression
is it  lots of spikes...  unknowable...

IEG = intermed early gene  expression

under basal conditions there is plenty of fos   expression

ie  fos is expressed in the "resting" brain..

while on sabat wtih james poulet in europe...

she did  2 photon-targeted dual cell recording in layer  2/3 of barrel cortex...

hours after  whatever causes  elev  fosgfp activ..they are still firing at 2.5X  firing rate than  fos negative cells

so,  what is underly mech for incr activ of  fosGFP+ cells?

look in acute brain slice...

FosGFP+  neurons also show elevated firing rates in slice  (in vitro)

she compares  in vivo  firing rates and  in vitro = in slice
same ratio of incr   firing rate in fos GFP+ neurons...

also  fos+  cells  spike earlier...

is the incr  activity in fosGFP driven by spine input  (or is it spontaneous firing )
it is NOT  spontan  firing rate...

fosGFP+  neurons  DO receive more excit during network activ...

next,  compared  ipsc and epsc  (using patch clamping)

so,  where is excit drive coming from???

result:  FosGFP+  cells receive greater excit drive from layer 4
(recall,  they are studying  layer 2,3 neurons in somatosens cortex)

get much greater amplit  rise in EPSC in  fos+  cells than in fos- cells... big result...

get abt  2 fold   greater  stim  from layer 4 stimulation...


sl:  other IEG-reporters show similar result:  eg,  arcGFP+  layer 2/3  neurons  also
receive  greater excit drive from layer 4....

this shows that  layer 4 input is really arrayed differnetly onto  layer 2/3  neurons...

also looked at ratio of AMPAR to NMDAR... is there a diff btwn fos+ and fos- cells...

so, is it  stronger inputs or more connections to fos+ cells?


it appears that it is NOT  stronger inputs  (based on strontium  replacement of calcium)

sl:  are fosGFP+ networks estab thru synaptic plasticity?

intro:  they take a mouse and remove all whiskers except one and then stim that whisker for
24 hours and find  its repres in somatosens cortex...  that will induce fos+?

what is going on?

it does not seem to be plasticity?

so,  how is this asymmetry esatb during development? (ie diff btwn  fos+ and fos- cells)

look up to P11 = post natal day 11...

asym is estab by P12 and remains there...

input asymmetry requires sensory activity to be estab, but not maintained...

fosGFP neurons fire at lower intensities with layer 4 stim...

eg,  fos+ cells being to fire  at stim inten of  4 picoamp stim...
(again,  this is layer 4 stim  causing spiking in layer 2,3 neurons...

so,  these neurons fire earlier... it IS behav  significant... latency difference is important
even firing just a few ms early is important...

what they found was that  layer 2/3 fosGFP+ neurons are highy interconnected...

recent expt:  using whisker airpuff...
sensory stim IN VIVO  (new expt  in berlin  with her collabor)

all whiskers moving at once...

5  ms  in brain  means several synapses...

big conclusion:  differential wiring can drive heterogen firing in somatosensory cortex....

Q (john h)   do cells ever change their spots?
A NO... never changes;   (she is less confident in vivo mice  but in acute slice prep, they do not change)

Q(stephen s)  diff in septal regions
A  diff in mouse and rat.. diff barrel anatomy



